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 First off all, welcome to Planets Camp Finland!

 This lesson is an introduction to the following more spesific
lessons from our best subspecialists in given categories

 In the introduction, I want to share you some universal thoughts
about improving skills in planets - when playing seriously for a 
win
 Not much details included

 There exists subspecialists that can aid you better

 Details are actually not so important – get the main things and you will 
definitely learn the details

 Remember, planets don´t have to be serious for everyone –
actually I usually wish it would be more relaxed
 The truth is – we search things that makes us FEEL most – good or bad

 Things that make you most happy, will also hurt you most – sometimes it is 
planets

 In this presentation, we talk about serious planets

 Then we are getting started ->
 First I want to tell you 2 most important attributes you can recognize a 

winning player from – or atleast a player who has potential to be one
some day







 1. If man really wants something, he will

find the way

 2. If will is strong enough, this will be nearly 

automatic

 3. Without will – everything is futile



 Most crucial point has already been crossed – you are not 
just ”playing around”- You are ready for a serious game!

 Lesson from working life
 In competitive environment, when you want and need to 

make excellent work in situations you are not allowed to 
fail - you need to improve and learn all the time

 You always need to analyze your previous doings critically

 Most crucial point is when you finally fail – that is where 
you can learn most – if you don´t, end is near

 Absolutely same works in planets

 In my opinion, the best way to improve your skills in 
planets, is to critically analyze your previous games
 How to do that?

 What should you analyze and how?



 Analyzing your own game is always more important than going 
through other players games

 First make a summary of your completed games
 Why did you win – if that is the case

 More importantly, why did you not win?

 Rule number one – be honest to yourself
 When you lost – most likely you did not only have bad luck

 When you won – you most likely had also some good luck

 Find your achilles heel and try to fix that
 Admitting that you did something wrong, or that you are not good at 

something, is harder than trying to find excuses…

 One extra note – to get better planets player, you also need to 
lose games
 If you don´t, find stronger opponents

 Killing kittens do not prepare you against a lion

 Will to win is what drives you, so if you always win, you are satisfied, 
and don´t need to improve your skills – until you recognize someone 
has drove past you… 

 So – everyone should get beaten sometimes. Meaner the better!



 1. Economy (especially early economy)
 This is the base you are building everything at, and because of that, 

maybe the most important part of the game

 Also this part can be improved most easily

 2. Diplomacy
 With good diplomacy alone – you can rarely win, but with bad 

diplomacy – you will definitely lose

 3. Strategy

 In competitive game, you need to have one to win

 4. Tactics

 There are numerous tactics you want to learn, improve and even
invent. They aid you to win, but alone they are nothing but tricks

 5. The mental things

 As said earlier this is actually the most important part

 But there are also some other mental things you should keep in mind 
and also analyze

 Remember, that even total superiority in one category wont give
you a win in a competitive game. You always need all of them. 
Most important is to find out what is your weak spot! 



 Economy (Especially early economy) is always the first part you should 
analyze

 This is the base you are building all other parts at

 This is the part least influenced by other players, so easiest to analyze

 Analyzing this part will tell if you actually were playing for the win or not

 If early economy is failed badly, there usually is zero chance you can compete for 
the win even you do every other aspect superior to other players

 Best way to compare your economy to others is to check your fleet + 
bases + pp at turn 28-30

 At competitive games, turn 30 is usually a couple of turns after the shiplimit and 
will tell a lot (I think 2 turns after limit is better than at limit)

 Also when analyzing other player games, this will tell you 95% of times if a player 
is just playing around, or is seriously playing for the win

 I know some people could say – fleet is not so important, with good 
diplomacy you can still win…

 True. But if you have a good fleet, and also do other aspect well – you will
definitely win

 Good economy will never take anything from these other categories, but failed
early economy will put you immediately competing for the worse positions

 That about economy for now. Within 2 hours, you will hear more about 
that. Stay tuned!



 Diplomacy is the part you should always analyze 
with strategy. They go side by side. That is why 
analyzing them is not easy

 Not going to present a lot, because actually this 
has been one of my achilles heels
 Our diplomatic specialist would laugh at my ogre level skills. They were just 

good enough to win a Lone Wolf 3 though…

 After the introduction, there will be a more spesific diplomacy 
presentation from SMN – one of the greatest diplomatics of community

 But why is diplomacy so important?
 That is clear, even if you have superior fleet – you can 

not win against 10 opponents 
 In beginners games you actually can…

 Diplomacy is the part of the game where you can
totally ruin your well started game
 I know this very well…



 One basic rule is - examine the players before the game starts
 Who can play at competitive level, and who can not – do not trust the 

leaderboard – check atleast the fleets at turn 30 and final positions

 Second rule is – make diplomacy – contact the players
 Most common bad diplomacy is ”no diplomacy”

 Atleast when you know the player positions – choose who to 
attack and who to make friends
 Make sure you wont be attacked by your both neighbours in the 

beginning

 Try to find out who are the players that will compete for the win
 Usually this can be seen around turn 30

 After that, think who you can make strong bonds with – so that 
you do not need to betray them when game develops (this is 
difficult part)
 Possibly players that are no more competing for the win…

 After you have some friends, direction to attack and your back is 
safe, start thinking how to win the game



 At this point remember the rule of RISK – the strongest will be 
punished – that seem to be also golden rule of planets
 Usually the first winner candidate will be gangbanged to death

 Usually the first strong alliance will cause counter reaction – that leads
to forming a stronger alliance opposing the first

 The main difference between risk and planets is, that in RISK 
punishing the strongest will continue forever, and game never 
ends. But in planets, that will hold only for the first, or
sometimes second winner candidate. Why?
 After the first winner candidate or alliance has been gangbanged to 

death, game has propably last a year or more

 After that long time, the bonds between other players are too strong
to break

 There exists also frustration and exhaustion that makes most players
happy with positions 2, 3 and 4…

 Because of this, in competitive games, you should not form too
frightening alliance in the beginning (or should keep it secret)
 That is the part I did not learn with my first heel…



 If you win the game, your diplomacy has been good enough, or atleast your
opponents diplomacy has been even worse

 Check what you did right

 Check why your opponents did not squeez you to death together when they saw your 
victory coming…

 If you lost the game, analyze what you did wrong.

 FIRST Remember to check, if you actually were playing for the win at turn 30, or
were you just playing around for bronze or silver…

 Did you lose because of diplomatic acts?

 Did you use enough diplomacy at all?

 Did you ally the right player / race combination(s)?

 Did you make too strong ally in the beginning that caused counter reaction and woke
up a bear?

 Did you keep your promises, or did you make someone angry that cost you a game?

 Did you make trades that were benefical to both – but in the long run more benefical to 
your opponent?
 Note from SMN: Trade deals usually always increase your absolute power, but what about the 

relative power shifts on the grand strategic scale? A seemingly losing deal with your neighbor giving 
you the freedom to crush the other neighbour can easily be a game-winning deal

 Were you paranoid and made enemies out of your friends, causing your own defeat

 Diplomacy is difficult part – there is more to come today

 I must listen that presentation carefully…



 Not going to present a lot, because this part is most complicated and depends 

so much about the situation in the cluster

 Explaining even the basics would take a day

 But atleast you need to have one

 And you must be able to change it if needed

 Like for diplomacy, first analyze the players and races

 Which of them you can kill easily and which are the most dangerous for you

 Always analyze the players and races as combinations

 Choosing friends or foes only based on a race will lead to disaster

 Old wisdom: Ally a player – not a race!

 When positions start to be clear, draw a map where you put players and races

 Think who will kill who, and what the map will look then

 Update the map after shiplimit – with the information you have from the 

scores – especially about fleets. Who is playing for the win and who is not

 Usually this clears your thoughts how to develop your strategy towards the end game

 More competitive players around – more difficult to see the future



 When you choose your friends and foes, do not forget the end
game
 That should actually be deciding factor when you make long term

contracts and allies

 Do not fight in many fronts in the beginning

 Kill easy prey near without mercy and conquer their lands fast

 Kill also the most dangerous soon, or ally them
 If not possible – try to make someone to hamper them

 When making trades, try to make trades that are good for both –
but maybe better for you in the long run

 When choosing strategy, look around the corner
 Think what consequences your decisions will possibly have in the long 

run

 After the game – analyze what was your initial strategy and did it 
work?
 Was it bad strategy in the beginning, or did you execute it wrong?

 Did you change it when needed, was there other possibilities?

 Analyze after the game is again the most important!



 There are actually ”tactics” and ”tricks”

 Tactics are things like expanding the borders

fast, fleet positioning and minefield control

 ”Tricks” are things like using low crew torper 

to bring down shields of carrier, or setting 

MfX friendlycode for a planet enemy is going 

to conquer soon…

Not going to details, but there exist 

numerous universally good tactics that work 

in many games – also in planets

 I will show you some



 Expanding borders fast

 The first player taking the area ”owns” it, second player need always violent act 
to claim it. That is bad for him diplomatically and also strategically

 Also, further your borders are – more time you have to react when the big bad 
enemies arrive…

 Local overpower and military control

 There are numerous situations when you have less overall military than your 
opponent, but when you can concentrate your forces to one strategic spot, and 
then possibly get local military superiority. 

 Local military superiority is most important, carrier other side of the map don´t 
count. This will often buy you a win -maybe big enough to turn the tide

 Taking calculated risks

 Atleast when playing against an opponent who is better than you, or at the same
level – you can not win without taking risks

 Being aggressive

 Usually when 2 possible moves are being compared, more agressive is better

 Your opponent need to react, and also under pressure people make mistakes

 Thinking what would be your opponents best move in a given situation, 
with given information he has – and react accordingly

 Common mistake when planning the moves is to forget your oponent usually 
don’t have all the infromation that you have



 There are also many ”planets tricks” that I would like to share 
with you, unfortunately we do not have time to go through 
hundreds of them…

 But there exist one you should always be aware of, that can
affect the game most

 The QUEUE control (Yes, that again)
 That is the only ”trick”, you can greatly alter the firepower balance

after ship limit has been reached
 If not counting big battles (And actually they usually do not alter military balance so much)

 The most devastating single action I have ever encountered in planets
was not ”controlling the queue”, but more like ”OWNING the queue” 
at green planet sector
 With well planned concentrated recycle + other maneuvers my enemies

suddenly built over 20 heavy carriers and got over 150pp in ONE turn(!)

 I built one carrier, and got 14pp

 That single turn action by Joshua altered the game balance permanently, and 
surely would have won the turn of the year award, but because the game is 
going on – it will possibly win it next year



 To analyze the tactics, examine your games and find the tactics 
and tricks that has been used against you
 Find the maneuvers that hurted you most

 Sad but true – usually the most efficient way to learn new tactics is to 
be first victim of them

 Also try to invent new tactics by yourself
 They do not always work

 When they work, usually somenone has invented them before you

 But when you do the brainwork, you can invent also something new

 Talk about your thoughts with your ”planets mates”
 If you have one – we are rare

 Use the forums

 There still exists numerous tactics and tricks that have not been
invented yet (one of the best things of this brilliant game)
 I personally invented some nasty low-crew tricks in LW3, but they are

just waiting in my brains to be used in future - the game ended before
I really got to use them fully



 Mental things influence everything you do in life – also planets
 Usually when you are at better mood – you perform better

 Anger can help in some rare situations (in a streetfight), but in 
planets it leads to stupid decisions and mistakes

 Joy is a good feeling that comes when you perform well
 It can cause ”good flow” that makes you perform better and better

until you win the game

 It can also make you less carefull. That can cause mistakes which can
change joy to frustration very soon

 Fear and paranoia are sometimes good for your game, you need 
to have them not to let your defences down
 But they can also cause problems

 Possibly they can make you to avoid all the risks – that is not good for 
your game
 Make calculated decision – do not let the paranoia to stop you

 Paranoia can also cause catastrophic diplomatic mistakes

 Brotherhood is a something that keep alliances alive

 Owing something to someone affects the game a lot
 When you owe something, it is very difficult decision not to pay back



 The most important game affecting mental thing is frustration –
whatever the cause

 This is the reason why ”strength of will” is one of the main attributes of a 
winning player

 Frustration can make people even drop

 Usually player gets frustrated when he starts to lose – some of us easier
than the others

 Realizing you can´t win anymore (only acceptable one)

 Diplomatic act that leaves you to ”losing side” – noy neccessary permanently
though

 Stupid mistake that causes some losses

 Losing a big battle

 Even losing a small battle – especially after long trench warfare

 When frustrated, majority of players start to make stupid decisions -> use
less effort for playing -> Start to play worse -> More frustration -> defeat

 Rule 1. When frustrated – take a long breath and think situation
after a couple of days again. Do not make important decisions after
a bad turn

 Rule 2. Try to make your enemies frustrated and know when they
are…



 You should analyze your own mental habits, skills and weaknesses

 Are you a player that plays better when you are winning, or a player who will
strengthen play when facing defeats?

 Do you make most mistakes after good turn, or bad turn?

 What things get you frustrated, try to get rid of them

 Frustration must be healed immediately or it will dig deeper until you are at grave

 When you make bad mistake, can you think clear, or do you try to ”take it back” 
immediately, making disaster moves

 Are some of your decisions affected by fear or paranoia

 Analyze also what type of a player you are

 Usually many of your decisions are affected by your player type. Know it, and you
can possibly control your decisions

 One example: I am a player who likes to ally soon and keep those allies. I want
to go bravely side by side to victory or defeat! I do not like hanging around 
whole game as a ”mr nice guy”. Also, I seem to like challenge myself, which 
usually leads attacking the meanest dragon – even that can be totally stupid in 
given situation! 

 I have learned that my player type affects my games, and actually has made 
me to do catastrophic diplomatic failures

 I did not fully recognize this before my last game, and before I made this
presentation

 But I know it now, and will use this information in my future games



 Do not forget your ”other life” - It can really
affect the outcome of your games

 Think how much you have time for planets

 Do not play too many games – or you will surely
be frustrated

 Things with wife…

 First she will ask you if you are watching porn in the 
night?

 Then she will ask if you have another woman you are
chatting with?

 But finaly he understands, that this pathetic man
really only builds imaginary starships late in the night
and dreams about being an Emperor one day…


